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Don’t Kill the Canary provides solid information on the threats posed by everyday products,
offering helpful tips for making your home and business safer for everyone. Things you will find
inside this book include:•What common product has been linked to ADD in children•A class of
compounds in almost all our products that causes cancer•Why scientists are calling one class of
cosmetics a “global health threat” and why you should be concerned•What everyday product
has been linked to high cholesterol•What cosmetics to avoid if you want to have a baby…
including you men•Easy changes that protect the health of those you love•Simple ways to create
a less toxic neighborhood•A deeper understanding of the prevalence and threat of
environmental illness•Greater compassion for those living with chemical injury
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By This AuthorPrefaceOur world has changed dramatically in the span of just a few decades.
Our grandparents – and even many of our parents – remember a time when the air was clean
and water pure, where people lived with less stress and neighbors with cancer weren’t on every
block. Today, however, there are thousands of chemicals tarnishing our air and polluting our
water, creating stresses on the body which it has not yet evolved to handle. The result of these
stresses is an exponential rise in many illnesses, including increasing sensitivity to fragrance
and chemicals of all sorts. Perhaps you are plagued with headaches, fatigue, rashes,
depression, bowel troubles, heart palpitations or other issues for which a definitive cause cannot
be found or which does not respond well to medication. It is possible – and, in fact, quite likely –
that these are environmentally caused. Where once the condition known as Chemical Sensitivity
was virtually unknown, today it is becoming commonplace. In fact, reliable surveys suggest that,
conservatively, at least ten million Americans living in the U.S. now suffer symptoms daily from
exposure to chemicals. With the epidemic rise in chemical-related illness, we simply MUST
begin to learn more about the threat lurking in our everyday lives. If not, like some mutant
population in a movie, we could all, conceivably, end up with some form of environmental illness.
We are at a tipping point, a real but invisible health crisis slowly advancing, claiming lives and
silently killing. Now is the time to educate ourselves and make changes to protect our family,
friends and neighbors; to clean up our world before it is too late.For over three years I worked



with patients with Multiple Chemical Sensitivity and have lived with the illness for a long time
since. In this book, I utilize my background in biochemistry, along with my clinical and personal
experience, to share with you some of the health threats with which you are faced from everyday
products and provide ideas on how you can better protect yourself, your family and community. I
will discuss what it is like to live with Chemical Injury, dispelling some of the myths so that you
can, hopefully, better understand such people as you encounter them in your work and private
life. It is my hope that this will also help alert you as to why you may want to prevent this
condition, inspiring you to more conscious choices in, and use of, your personal products. Don’t
end up wearing a mask! With awareness, I believe we can cure ourselves and our planet’s ills
and prevent Environmental Illness from becoming the planetary epidemic it is quickly
approaching.Whether you are a social worker, therapist, doctor, plumber, delivery person or
business owner who wants to better serve customers and clients, a neighbor who wants to
touch a life in need of support, or someone who simply wants to protect yourself and your family,
following the guidelines in this book will help you meet that goal while also making the world a
better place to live for every being on the planet. (Yes, it’s that huge!) I, and many others living
with this condition, thank you for taking the time to read and consider the facts, feelings and
experiences expressed herein. A Word about FeedbackThis book contains important
information intended to educate the public about the dangers of personal chemical use in
everyday life. In addition, sales from this book go to support a person living with disabilities and
the ongoing research and publication of other educational materials. As you may know,
feedback is everything when it comes to sales. I ask, therefore, that care be taken in giving
feedback. If you find errors or anything in this book that you consider objectionable, and wish to
give feedback of a constructive, critical nature, please be so kind as to inform me, the author,
directly so needed corrections can be made and I can consider how to improve this document
for future readers. (That is the brilliance of an ebook: we can constantly revise it!) Readers will be
informed of any revised editions, which will be provided for you free of charge.Part 1:Our Bodies
Under AttackIntroductionImagine, if you will, the unpleasant experience of having your head held
under water. Many of us have had this experience as a child, rough-housing with friends or
siblings. For a few moments, you can hold your breath and play along. Soon, though, you realize
you need to inhale. But if you inhale, you die. Your body is screaming for oxygen. You begin to
struggle. You are afraid; you panic. Maybe you also become enraged. Someone is hurting you!
You begin to flap around, violently seeking release. In that moment, the motivation of the attacker
doesn’t matter. All that matters is getting a breath.Surviving.For persons living with MCS, life can
feel very much like being held under water. The world is hostile and every time they take a
breath, even if they don’t die instantly from toxins flooding into their lungs as in our water
analogy, they know it may and can kill them eventually, as surely as an assailant. In fact, we ARE
being assailed. With every breath. Imagine that!Imagine that your next breath could give you a
migraine for three (or thirty) days, heart failure, liver disease, respiratory distress, confusion,
memory loss, seizure, coma, even death. Please, ponder this a few moments, for this is what it is



like to live with Chemical Injury.“So why should I care?” you may ask. It’s not like it touches you.
Right? We-ell…You may not be aware of it, but it actually affects you more than you know. We
are ALL being assailed and we are ALL being affected. If you are not experiencing symptoms, I’d
be willing to bet that someone you know – perhaps someone you love – is. In fact, reliable
surveys on the prevalence of environmental illness indicate that between 12.6 and 33% -- as
much as one third! -- of the U.S. population suffers from some form of chemical sensitivity.
(Caress & Steinemen, 2004). And one study reported that 3.9% of households include at least
one person who suffers illness daily from reactions to chemicals. (Caress & Steinemen, 2009).
That extrapolates to approximately 10 million Americans suffering on a daily basis. A similar
story is found around the globe. In Denmark, 27% report multiple symptoms from chemical
exposure, with 19% saying it impacts their behavior. In Sweden, 33% of adults reported odor
intolerance, with 19% impacted daily, while in Germany 32% reported chemicals as the cause of
their health complaints, with 19% reporting instantaneous reactivity to chemicals (Hausteiner,
Bornschein, Hansen, Zilker, & Förstl, 2005). One can see how consistent these statistics are
across national borders. Chemical sensitivity has been largely ignored as a fringe disease,
maybe not even real, yet the numbers tell another story. Chemical sensitivity is real alright, and
not as rare as you think!Environmental illness is a direct result of living in an industrial and
technological age, where tens of thousands of synthetic substances, many toxic, have been
introduced into our air, water, soil, food, and clothing in only a few short decades. Our bodies,
designed to evolve to survive changes in the environment, have simply not had sufficient time to
respond. Biological evolution transpires over many generations, sometimes taking thousands
and tens of thousands of years, yet the world has changed in what amounts to a heartbeat. Our
tissues and systems are being overwhelmed with the degree of toxicity with which they are
being presented, and our bodies are simply not up to the task. The number of people suffering
from all forms of environmental illness are on the rise as our bodies become, literally, permeated
with chemicals for which we lack the proper mechanisms of detoxification and disposal.So to
answer your question…This does touch you, and every person you know. The next chapters will
provide information on some of the specific culprits and methods whereby you are being
exposed, some of the worst, and how it affects not only persons with chemical sensitivities, but
each and every one of us.What is Chemical Sensitivity?Why do so Many People Have it?
Multiple Chemical Sensitivities (MCS) is a type of environmental illness (EI) whereby the patient
experiences symptoms of illness from exposure to products and by-products of industrial
consumerism that allegedly do not bother others. This is somewhat of an illusion, as I will show
you in the next chapter for, although we may not be aware, the chemicals in our environment
affect us all. Because a certain “sensitivity” is involved, those living with MCS have often been
ignored or erroneously diagnosed with any number of other conditions, including mental illness.
Much like Sigmund Freud chalking up the health complaints of women to “hysteria” due to the
influence of their ovaries, modern medicine is, in some circles, yet to catch up with what is
happening in countries all over the world. Because of the negative connotation of the word



“sensitivity,” the newer label, Chemical Injury (CI), is now preferred by many. Chemical Injury
means just that: people are being harmed by exposure to chemicals. This condition falls under
the larger category of environmental illness which includes allergies, miner’s lung, Gulf War
Syndrome, etc. What all persons with environmental illness have in common is that each and
every one, whether due to one-time massive exposure, on-going work exposure, or slow and
insidious daily exposure, experience a breakdown of health through the effect of contaminants
on various tissues and organ systems.Environmental illness was first brought to light by
physician Theron Randolph, who is often called the Father of Environmental Medicine. As far
back as the 1950’s, Randolph noticed pathology in patients due to environmental changes such
as a patient moving into a home with gas heat, moving closer to a freeway, or changing schools
or jobs. Like a true scientific investigator (sort of the precursor to the television character,
House), he carefully began noting what environmental changes patients underwent prior to the
onset of their symptoms. He noticed that, in many cases, there seemed to be a connection.
Further study often enabled him to track down the specific contaminant causing the effect.
These environmental factors ranged from gas heat to paints, from car exhaust to pesticides.
When the patient was removed from exposure to these substances, the improvement was often
highly pronounced. Through the years, some physicians became curious and joined Randolph in
his explorations of the larger causes of illness. Most, however, placed him and his “kind” into the
same arena that once held Copernicus, DaVinci, and other great thinkers ahead of their time.
This closed-mindedness within the medical profession has continued to this day, despite the fact
that so many illnesses seem to have more to do with cellular mutation than germ theory. What
causes such mutations? Environmental factors would seem an obvious place to look.
Acknowledging this, the Cancer Fund has attributed the significant increases in breast- and
other cancers to environmental causes.MCS, like other opportunistic illnesses, seems to attack
whatever system(s) are weakest in a person and usually affects more than one organ system in
a patient. Hence, symptoms are highly variable. In one person, it can cause dementia. In yet
another: a weak heart, kidney disease, liver dysfunction, mental disorders, and so on. Common
symptoms include reactive airway syndrome, migraine, confusion, chronic fatigue, and
fibromyalgia. Other symptoms often reported are joint pain, nausea, asthma, irritability, memory
loss, and mood swings. Less frequently, some have presented with seizures, coma, and even
death. Although some symptoms -- such as reactive airway and migraine – may seem chronic
and fleeting (but highly disruptive nonetheless), resolving once the trigger is removed, it is
important to understand that, although some symptoms may appear transient, this does not
mean no damage is being done. Repeated or constant exposure causes a continued breakdown
of organ systems which can result in serious, life-threatening illness as the body becomes more
and more saturated with chemicals of which it cannot properly dispose. In addition, repeated
exposure often creates what has been called by researchers the “spreading
phenomenon” (Ashford & Miller, 1998), creating sensitivity to more and more chemicals over
time, spreading out from the initial causative agent. Clearly, a person living with MCS has good



reason to feel her life is threatened by exposure, and to seek avoidance as much as possible.In
the on-going search for indicators of Chemical Injury, some biological markers have been found.
These include abnormal immune parameters (Levin & Byers, l992), EEG irregularities (Dudley,
l993), immune system changes (Heuser, Vojdani, & Heuser, 1992), abnormal nasal mucosa
(Meggs & Cleveland, l993), detoxification pathway dysfunction (McFadden, l996; Rogers, l990),
measurable levels of pesticides in the blood (Rea et al., l992), gene variants and genetic
alterations in genes that control the metabolism of toxic substances (McKeown-Eyssen et al.,
2004), and enhanced sensitivity to inhaled capsaicin. Obviously, this is not all in a person’s
mind.I mentioned earlier that MCS was defined as a person’s sensitivity to agents that others in
the population appear to be able to tolerate. Yet, as stated, these substances DO affect others.
They are just less aware of it. A person with MCS has biological markers. These represent
weaknesses that appear to make them more vulnerable. But what about the person who doesn’t
display this physiological vulnerability to the same extent? The analogy that comes to mind for
me is alcohol tolerance. What makes one person able to drink on occasion without any apparent
deleterious effects while another becomes addicted? Alcoholism is a complex illness, with
genetic predispositions that may include, among others, lower levels of dopamine receptor
activity and tryptophan, a precursor to serotonin. In other words, there’s a physiological reason
why some people feel driven to drink: they lack the same level of soothing, calming, and
pleasurable hormones present in the general population. Does that mean alcohol is perfectly
healthy for the non-alcoholic? Of course not. Alcohol is still a toxic substance, necessitating
detoxification by the liver. (An intermediary step in the breakdown of alcohol is formaldehyde,
hence the term “getting pickled.”) Drink too much over a long enough period and, “addicted” or
not, you run the risk of liver disease and other health problems. The health effect for both is the
same. The non-alcoholic just doesn’t notice it as much, it has less apparent effect on his daily
life…at least until it catches up with him. Because he seems better able to “handle his liquor”
than the alcoholic chap can does not make him immune to its effects over time. Same goes for
the thousands of chemicals now floating around in your air, water and food. Believe me, dear
reader, you ARE being affected, even if you are not genetically predisposed to “sensitivity.”So,
what are some of these chemicals of which I speak? In the next chapter I will cover some of the
agents affecting you daily and to which those with CI most strongly react.Chemicals as a Way of
LifeChemicals have indeed become a way of life. From the pipes that carry our water, to the
“new car smell” that enamors some, toxic – often outgassing -- chemicals are in nearly every
product we use. And we are conditioned to think that this is a good thing! It’s no longer enough
that our clothes are clean, now we are told they should smell clean. And not just for a short time.
Now the scent must linger for weeks -- even months – while they sit on the shelf. And what
creates this miracle of “freshness”? Chemicals. New carpet, paint, plastics, plywood, cleaning
solutions, hair products -- even our very clothes -- are now more synthetic than natural, often to
deleterious effect. One of the most widespread of these culprits is fragrance.Does a Rose Smell
as Sweet…When it’s not a Rose?Back when I was a freshman biochemistry major, I was once



wandering the hallowed halls of learning when I smelled a strong scent of roses on the air. Being
the curious little budding scientist I was, I followed the scent, discovering that it was wafting from
the organic chemistry lab. They had synthesized the scent of roses. I was impressed. I was
amazed! I couldn’t wait to become a more advanced student so I could work such chemical
wonders. My naïve and excited self could never have guessed where fragrance was heading in
our culture. But, then, I did grow up in a time when commercials touted “better living through
chemistry” and smoking was presented as sexy and a sign of women’s liberation. Today that
may seem ludicrous, but it’s important to understand the way in which we have been conditioned
to accept dangerous products for common use.Today, fragrance is everywhere: on our bodies,
our hair, our clothes…in our very air -- “freshening it” -- lest we smell anything the least
unpleasant. So pervasive is fragrance that it is now being called a “global health
crisis” (Scheinman, 2002) and is considered among the top five allergens in North America and
Europe (de Groot 1997; Jansson 2001). With fragrance so wide-spread across the board, it
should be a health concern to everyone and is certainly a major issue for those living with
Chemical Injury. For the moment, without even considering the numerous other chemicals that
make up our household, cleaning, and personal products, let’s just talk about the fragrance
component…The beauty industry is a multi-billion dollar business, raking in dough by convincing
women (and, nowadays, more and more men) that we do not look or smell right in our natural
state. Our natural pheromones, which served humans for millions of years to advance our
species are, apparently, no longer good enough to attract a mate. No, we need to enhance
ourselves with eye products, hair products, skin products (all of which are scented) and, of
course, with straight fragrance itself. Millions of eager, naïve consumers spray, splash or slather
perfume, cologne, body lotion and other fragranced products on themselves daily. But what do
we really know about these products that we inhale regularly and put in daily direct contact with
our skin through shampoos, conditioners, lotions, deodorants, laundry products and more?
Analyzing FragranceOf the multitude of ingredients used by the fragrance industry, there are
3,100 synthetic stock chemicals used on a regular basis. (Just stop and think about that for a
minute.) And, due to a loophole in the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act of 1973, manufacturers
are not required to list any of the ingredients that constitute a “fragrance.” Fragrance is usually
comprised of a cocktail of ingredients, all of which are hidden from the consumer. In fact,
analysis by the Environmental Working Group revealed “38 secret chemicals in seventeen name-
brand fragrances” with a maximum of 29 in the worst product and an average of 14 hidden
ingredients overall. These include chemicals associated with hormone disruption and allergic
reactions. One such hidden ingredient, diethyl phthalate, found in 97% of Americans, is linked to
sperm damage. (Are we feeling sexy yet?) Another, musk ketone, is a synthetic ingredient that
concentrates in human fat tissue and breast milk. To make matters worse, of the hidden
ingredients alone, a whopping 66% have not been assayed for safety (by anyone) while 19% of
those labeled have not been assessed. Clearly, the consumer has no way of determining if a
product is safe for use. Not even the FDA knows, for they lack the authority to require fragrance



manufacturers to test their own products, a political issue that health advocates have been
fighting for years.In a study of 17 popular fragrances commissioned by the Campaign for Safe
Cosmetics, the following startling facts were determined:The average number of chemical
ingredients was 29, with the highest sample having 40. That’s thirty or forty chemicals we’re
spraying on ourselves to allegedly smell good.The number of secret chemicals found in the 17
products was 38, with the average number present being 14, and the highest sample containing
24.The perfumes, colognes and body sprays contained a total of 24 sensitizing agents with an
average of 10 sensitizing ingredients each.A “sensitizing agent” is defined as a chemical that
can trigger allergic reaction including skin, eye and respiratory reactions. According to the
scientific literature, during the last twenty years fragrance contact allergy has become a global
health problem and is now considered one of the top five allergens in North America and
Europe. Many scientists attribute this to the “steady increase in the use of fragrance in cosmetics
and household products.” The literature goes on to say that “repeated, cumulative exposure to
chemical sensitizers like allergenic fragrance ingredients increases the chance that a person will
develop allergic symptoms later in life” (Serantis, et al). Hmm, sounds a lot like MCS, doesn’t it?
A total of 12 different hormone disruptors were found, with 4 being the average per product and
7 being the highest. Six of these chemicals mimic estrogen and one has a thyroid effect. Some
of these were undisclosed on the label.A report by the Breast Cancer Fund (2008), summarizing
the findings from 400 studies, stated that “a significant body of scientific evidence links
exposures to…synthetic chemicals with an increased risk of breast cancer.” Especially noted
were the hormone disruptors.Widespread use of chemicals not assessed for safety. The CIR, an
industry self-regulating body, has assessed only 19 of the 91 common compounds used in the
product samples. The Research Institute for Fragrance Materials (RIFM), which develops and
sets voluntary standards for chemicals in the “fragrance” component of products, have assessed
only 27 of the 91 ingredients listed on labels or found in testing for the 17 products in this study.
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Phyllis S., “Important, impressive, informative and interesting!. This is a valuable, well written
resource for everyone concerned with the effect of chemicals on themselves, their loved ones,
and the planet! I've known several people with MCS (multiple chemical sensitivity) and seeing
the reaction to fragrances, and chemicals, has already changed how I live. Now that I've read
this, I will change even more. Easy to read, full of facts and even humor, everyone will benefit
from this knowledge!”

Christie Nord, “This book is written so wonderfully. I so appreciate her writing. This book is
written so wonderfully. I so appreciate her writing, she has an amazing ability to put into words
the things I struggle with explaining. There have been times where I just don't know how to put
things I am experiencing into words and it's nice that I don't really have to. Instead of explaining
what I am going through, I have been able to pull up a portion of this book and just have the
person read it. Thank you for using your amazing writing abilities to explain what we canary's go
through daily.”

Readzalot, “Helpful & Worth Reading. Very helpful information in this book. I recommend it to
anyone with chemical sensitivities.  I’m glad I read it.”

K. K. Olsen, “Illuminating and helpful!. The information in this book is highly relevant, as it
illuminates many hidden factors in modern day life that are affecting people's health. I highly
recommend this book as an empowering tool to make informed choices that can reclaim health
for yourself, clients, or loved ones.”
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